Abstract-In recent days, more complicated interconnection topologies have been replaced with previously simple topologies that also exhibit high performance. x-Folded TM network is a TM network that is folded according to the imaginary xaxis in interconnection networks. For a x-Folded TM network, there is a reduction in the average distance and diameter which corroborates the efficient performance. Also many routing algorithms can be applied to interconnection network for the efficient use of network resources. This paper presents the effectiveness of the x-Folded TM network with the average latency and network throughput under the adaptive routing algorithm to improve dynamic communication performance. We evaluate the communication performance with simulating the topology under the adaptive routing algorithm. It is found from the result that the performance of a x-Folded TM network has been improved compared with other topologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, various studies consider the design of multiple computers to achieve parallel processing regarding highperformance interconnection networks. To achieve high performance depend to a number of factors, such as topology, routing algorithm, and communication properties of the network [1] , [2] , [3] . In between interconnection networks, direct networks, such as mesh and torus, are more useful because of low latency and high bandwidth . Based on related works [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , different topologies have been proposed such as ring, tree, hypercube, mesh, torus, and TM in interconnection networks. Among them, Mesh is popular topology because it has a large diameter and average distance with low complexity. Although Torus is a topology with small average distance and diameter among the interconnection networks. One of the latest topologies is a TM topology that has been folded according x-axis.
To analyze the topologies, an significant approach is the development of fast routers with decreasing latency and increasing throughput. The routing is an attractive issue in system performance and becomes important with changing network topology. The primary focus of this paper is to apply adaptive routing algorithm on a new topology for interconnection network. we will evaluate the network performance toward the end. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we present new topology in Section II and the detailed description of routing algorithm in Section III. In Section IV, we evaluate the network performance by showing the simulation setup and describing the obtained results. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. INTERCONNECTION NETWORK TOPOLOGY
In the last decade, several research efforts have been aimed at improving the performance of interconnection networks. They are a key element in the performance of Massively Parallel Computing (MPC) systems and are an attractive computer architecture for these systems. For low communication latency and having improved network performance, it needs an interconnection network with low diameter and average distance. Mesh and Torus are popular topologies for interconnection networks. Also we have TM topology [7] which is a combination of Torus and Mesh topologies. It has a diameter of n (where network size is n × n) and an average distance that is between a Mesh and a Torus [8] . Fig.1 shows a TM topology for an 8 × 8 interconnection network. In this paper, the idea of folding TM topology is used as a new topology and analyzed with its applicability and enhanced performance. The proposed topology is called a x-Folded TM network. It is derived from a TM network by removing several links. From the TM topology, the downtriangle fold into uptriangle. Fig.2 shows x-Folded TM network. It is a folded TM network based on the imaginary x-axis. Every interconnection network have their properties which are diameter, average distance, degree of a node and etc. As an interconnection network with a large diameter and a high degree of node have a very low bandwidth and is expensive [9] , the most important among these properties is diameter and average distance for an interconnection network. Diameter is the maximum distance between any two nodes in the network and average distance is the number of links on a route between any two nodes in the network. x-Folded TM is a simplified topology from the TM topology that is folded according to an imaginary x-axis. The value of network properties for the applied topologies has been presented in Table I . x-Folded TM n − 1 2n 2 +5n n 2 −1
III. ADAPTIVE ROUTING ALGORITHM
One of the important feature for communication performance in interconnection network is simple and logic routing algorithm. By applying routing algorithm, the packets are transferred from the source to the destination through a network that consists of switches and interconnection links. Routing algorithms in interconnection networks can be classified to deterministic, adaptive, progressive and minimal algorithm. Table II presents taxonomy of routing algorithms.
Adaptive routing is applied to interconnection networks to avoid congestion in network. It decides according adapted routing with the network status. In this algorithm a packet can cross from a source to a destination through multiple paths. Adaptive routing algorithms can be either minimal adaptive or fully adaptive. Minimal adaptive routing is a effective algorithm to find packets along the shortest and least congested path between source and destination. On the other hand fully 
Greedy routing is always progressive.
Minimal Routing
Every routing decision brings the packet closer to the destination.
Packets never move away from their destination.
adaptive routing algorithm find the shortest and congestion free path between source and destination [10] , [11] , [12] . In this paper we used minimal adaptive routing algorithms for four different networks. The performance is evaluated using network simulator and the proposed topology shows the improvement obviously which is the main objective of this paper.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For evaluation of the network performance, we applied the adaptive routing algorithm in different topologies. A simple routing to provide the shortest pass from a source to a destination. We have considered Mesh, Torus, TM and xFolded TM topologies particularly. It must be noticed average latency and network throughput are measured as evaluation metrics and are dependent on injected traffic. At first, we will describe the simulation environment with the main simulator parameters. Then, the simulation results will be presented and discussed.
A. Simulation Environment
The evaluation will be performed by using Booksim2.0 [13] that simulates a cycle-accurate interconnection network and was originally introduced with the Principles and Practices of Interconnection Networks book [14] . Dynamic communication performances of different topologies are simulated for adaptive routing algorithm. The simulations have been carried out for uniform and hotspot traffic patterns. In uniform pattern, Source and destination are randomly selected and a packet from a node is sent with the same probability to another node in the network. For hotspot traffic pattern, the hotspot node is accessed more frequently than other nodes compared with a uniform distribution. In all the presented results, the dynamic communication performance of an interconnection network have been shown in terms of average latency and network throughput. Packet latency refers to the elapsed time for traversing a packet from source to destination in the network. Network throughput refers to the maximum amount of accepted information for a particular traffic pattern through the network. The size of all used networks is 8 × 8 (64-nodes). The packet size is 8 flit and they are transmitted for 10,000 cycles from the source to the destination. Two virtual channels for per physical channel are simulated and the transfer method of the packet is wormhole strategy [15] . Table III presents the applied simulation parameters.
B. Result and Discussion
The explanation of simulation results is discussed in this subsection. The results demonstrate that the proposed topology displays less latency by increasing packet injection rates. In a uniform traffic, Figs. 3 and 4 show the average latency and network throughput. The vertical axis indicates average latency or network throughput and the horizontal axis indicates packet injection rate. Each curve stands for a particular topology; Mesh Torus, TM and x-Folded TM. As shown in these figures, for all injection rates, the average latency of the x-Folded TM network is lower than that of the Mesh, Torus, and TM networks, because of low diameter and average distance. It depicts the performance improvement for the x-Folded TM network with the increase of injection rate compared with the other used networks. According to hotspot traffic pattern, the source node directs to each hotspot node with 20% probability. It involved selecting nodes randomly as the hotspot nodes. In Fig.5 the topologies are simulated under the hotspot traffic pattern for two virtual channels per physical channel. The x-Folded TM network becomes saturated later than the Mesh, Torus, and TM networks and there is a considerable increment in saturation time. It is seen in Fig. 6 that the maximum network throughput of the x-Folded TM is higher than that of the other topologies. Overall, the obtained results demonstrate a strict dependency of network throughput and average latency under different traffic patterns and the improved performance for x-Folded TM network compared with several other networks.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed the adaptive routing algorithm for the x-Folded TM network. The proposed network is simple and efficient for interconnection network. In this paper, xFolded TM network is evaluated by using adaptive routing algorithm. The simulation is under uniform and hotspot traffic patterns to evaluate the dynamic communication performance of the proposed network. The simulation results reveal that the average latency at x-Folded TM network using the adaptive routing algorithm is obviously lower than other topologies. In contrast, network throughput for x-Folded TM is higher than Mesh and Torus topologies when adaptive routing algorithm is used. It is shown that the performance of a x-Folded TM network using adaptive routing algorithm is better than other networks particularly TM network and it yields the highest communication performance.
